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The relationship between the chemical composition and the interlayer spacing (d002) of organic materials (OMs) is known for various terrestrial OMs (see, for example, [1,2]). We improved this general trend by correlation with corresponding trend of natural solid bitumens (asphaltite-kerite-anthraxolite) up to graphite. Using the improved trend we identified bitumen analogues of carbonaceous chondrite OMs residued after HF-HCl treatment (as proposed in [3,4]). Our laboratory experiment revealed that these analogues and, hence, structure and chemical composition of carbonaceous chondrite OMs are very sensitive to the HF-HCl treatment. So, usual extraction of OM from carbonaceous chondrites may change significantly structural and chemical composition of extracted OM.

BITUMEN ANALOGUES OF CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITE OM RESIDUES.
Rietmeijer [5] constructed a diagram of d002 vs. C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) for various natural OMs and received a rough trend which gave him a possibility to determine the bulk chemical composition of a CP IDP [6]. We plotted on the diagram more recent data and correlated with the trend for all natural solid bitumens (asphaltite-kerite-anthraxolite) up to graphite. The H/C ratio for this continuous series is gradually decreasing from asphaltite to graphite. The d002 values of acid residues of carbonaceous chondrites, measured by HRTEM [7], and chemical compositions of these residues [8] allowed to evaluate the validity of the obtained trend as applied to chondrite OMs (Fig.). Orgueil (CI) residues have the prominent d002 value of 3.8A [7] and the C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) ratio of 0.505 [8], which is within the range of C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) ratios (0.45-0.65) given by the trend. Murchison (CM) residues have the prominent d002 value of 3.57A [7] and the C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) ratio of 0.53 [8], i.e. again within our range of C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) ratios (0.50-0.71). Thus the diagram can be used successfully to estimate compositions of OMs in carbonaceous chondrites. For example, Allende (CV) residues show the prominent d002=3.50A [7], and hence, they should have the C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) ratio of about (0.56-0.78). Our plot (Fig.) indicates that CI residues correspond mainly to the kerite field, CM residue lies on the kerite-anthraxolite interface, and CV residues belongs mostly to the anthraxolite field.

SIMULATION OF HF-HCl TREATMENT OF ORGUEIL. However, the HF-HCl residues of carbonaceous chondrites are products of heating and chemical treatment. Therefore the OMs of the residues may not reflect the true composition and structure of meteorite OMs. In order to estimate possible chemical and structural changes of OMs in carbonaceous chondrites after the acid treatment we carried out an experimental study. A sample of kerite [9], which can be inferred above as an analogue of the Orgueil residue, was powdered and mixed with a serpentine powder.
in a proportion to obtain 6 wt.% of carbon in the mixture for a rough simulation of the Orgueil composition. The mixture was demineralized by repeated soft HF-HCl treatment. The obtained organic residue was analysed for C, H, N, O, S and studied by X-ray diffraction. Results show that the HF-HCl treatment of the kerite-serpentine mixture led to a considerable change the H/C atomic ratio of the kerite from 0.99 before to 0.62 after treatment and a great change of d002 from 4.0A before to 3.65A after. The direction of the observed shift permits to conclude that the true composition of Orgueil OM, before HF-HCl treatment could be richer in H and less ordered than OM in Orgueil acid residue. In order to define the true chemical composition and structure of OMs in carbonaceous chondrites it is necessary either to introduce some corrections in analyses of acid residues or to study the OMs in situ as it was done by [6] for CP IDP.

CONCLUSIONS: As shown by our laboratory experiment on serpentine+bitumen analogue of Orgueil, the chemical composition and structure of carbonaceous chondrite OM could be subject to significant alteration by HF-HCl treatment.


Fig. Summary of C/(C+H+N+O)(at.) versus d002(A) for naturally occurring carbonaceous materials